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	A large international conference on Advances in Communication Technologies and

	Engineering Science was held in Hong Kong, March 19–21, 2008, under the International

	MultiConference of Engineers and Computer Scientists (IMECS 2008). The

	IMECS 2008 is organized by the International Association of Engineers (IAENG).

	IAENG is a non-profit international association for the engineers and the computer

	scientists, which was found originally in 1968 and has been undergoing rapid expansions

	in recent few years. The IMECS conferences serve as good platforms for the

	engineering community to meet with each other and to exchange ideas. The conferences

	have also stroke a balance between theoretical and application development.

	The conference committees have been formed with over two hundred committee

	members who are mainly research center heads, faculty deans, department heads,

	professors, and research scientists from over 30 countries. The conferences are truly

	international meetings with a high level of participation from many countries. The

	response that we have received for the congress is excellent. There have been more

	than five hundred manuscript submissions for the IMECS 2008. All submitted papers

	have gone through the peer review process and the overall acceptance rate is

	56.03%.





	This volume contains revised and extended research articles written by prominent

	researchers participating in the conference. Topics covered include communications

	theory, communications protocols, network management, wireless networks,

	telecommunication, electronics, power engineering, control engineering, signal processing,

	and industrial applications. The book will offer the states of arts of tremendous

	advances in communication systems and engineering science and also serve as

	an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate students working with/on

	communication technologies and engineering science.

	"Trends in Communication Technologies and Engineering Science" contains revised and extended research articles written by prominent researchers participating in a large international conference on Advances in Communication Technologies and Engineering Science. The conference is held in Hong Kong, March 19-21, 2008. Topics covered include communications theory, communications protocols, network management, wireless networks, telecommunication, electronics, power engineering, control engineering, signal processing, and industrial applications. "Trends in Communication Technologies and Engineering Science" offers tremendous state of the art advances in communication systems and engineering science which also serves as an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate students working on communication technologies and engineering science.
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SAS for Data Analysis: Intermediate Statistical Methods (Statistics and Computing)Springer, 2008
This book is intended for use as the textbook in a second course in applied statistics that covers topics in multiple regression and analysis of variance at an intermediate level. Generally, students enrolled in such courses are primarily graduate majors or advanced undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines. These students typically have...
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Everyday Data StructuresPackt Publishing, 2017

	A practical guide to learning data structures simply and easily


	About This Book

	
		This book is a very practical, friendly, and useful guide that will help you analyze problems and choose the right data structures for your solution
	
		Learn to recognize data patterns for determining which...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Begin having fun with electronics projects right away


	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and create cool projects


	Wish you could fix that faulty doorbell, hook up a motion detector, or maybe build your very own robot? This book will really get you charged up! It won't make...
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iPad Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Everything everyone wants to know about using the Apple iPad


	On January 27, 2010, Apple announced the latest in its line of revolutionary, ultraportable devices – the iPad. iPad Portable Genius is the latest in a line of ultra handy, go-to and goes-with you anywhere guides for getting the most out of a new Apple...
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Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks: Trends, Challenges and SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A unique treatment of digital video distribution technology in a business context, Digital Video Distribution in Broadband, Television, Mobile and Converged Networks explores a range of diverse topics within the field through a combination of theory and practice to provide the best possible insight and exposure. The theoretical...
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RF and Microwave Circuits, Measurements, and Modeling (The RF and Microwave Handbook, Second Edition)CRC Press, 2007

	The first edition of the RF and Microwave Handbook was published in 2000. The project got off to an inauspicious start when 24 inches of snow fell in Denver the evening before the advisory board planned to hold their kick-off meeting. Two members of the board were trapped for days in the Denver airport since planes were not arriving or...
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